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Introduction
Pharmacological inhibitors of  Bruton tyrosine kinase (BTK) show striking clinical activity against B 
cell chronic lymphatic leukemia and some forms of  B cell lymphoma (1–6). However, the emergence 
of  clinical resistance remains a critical concern. For example, the covalent BTK inhibitor (BTKi) ibru-
tinib acts by binding to BTK cysteine (C481), and mutations of  this residue are associated with clinical 
ibrutinib resistance (7–10). Second-generation, noncovalent BTKis, such as RN486, GDC-0853, and 
SNS-062, do not require binding to C481 and are designed to retain activity in C481-mutant cancers 
(11–19). These new compounds are now entering clinical testing, and potential causes of  resistance 
have not been reported (14, 17).

BTK mediates the signal transduction from the B cell receptor (BCR) to downstream NF-κB and 
PI3K/AKT molecules (20, 21). BTK is required for normal B cell development and function, and inher-
ited BTK loss-of-function mutations can result in X-linked agammaglobulinemia (22–24). Most com-
ponents of  the BCR signaling pathway, including BTK, are targets of  recurrent somatic mutations in 
lymphoma (25–32). However, neither wild-type BTK nor the mutant BTK alleles observed in treat-
ment-naive and ibrutinib-treated patients are considered oncogenic (22, 33). Here, we report results 
of  a BTK mutagenesis screen that uncovers BTK residues that are required for noncovalent inhibitor 
interactions and that constrain BTK’s transforming activity.

Results
Probing BTK interactions with covalent and noncovalent inhibitors. In ibrutinib-naive patients, BTK mutations occur 
with a frequency of approximately 3%, and no apparent mutation hotspot has been reported (refs. 26–29) (Fig-
ure 1A, Supplemental Figure 1A, and Supplemental Tables 1 and 2; supplemental material available online 
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with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.127566DS1). We comprehensively mutagenized the BTK 
coding sequence (CDS) using repair-defective E. coli, reaching an overall nucleotide variant frequency of 90%, 
and screened the resulting library of mutant BTK CDSs (expressed along the GFP reporter) for escape from 
ibrutinib and the new, noncovalent BTKis in murine BCL1 lymphoma cells (Supplemental Figure 1, B–D; Sup-
plemental Figure 2, A and B; and Supplemental Tables 3 and 4). Ibrutinib covalently binds to BTK at cysteine 
C481, and mutation of this site confers resistance (7–9, 34, 35). We readily observed outgrowth of library and 
GFP-expressing BCL1 cells under ibrutinib (50 nM, 4 weeks), confirming the performance of our assay (Supple-
mental Figure 1, B and C). In detail, 74% of 350 clones showed BTK C481 mutations (C481Y, C481R); other 
mutations were new to our knowledge, including L528W (25%, 88/350) and T474M (1%; 5/350; Supplemental 
Figure 1D). The L528W mutation has been seen in ibrutinib-naive lymphoma patients at low frequency and in 1 
chronic lymphatic leukemia (CLL) patient upon ibrutinib relapse but had not been linked to ibruitinib resistance 
before (refs. 27, 28, 36; Figure 1A, Supplemental Figure 1A, and Supplemental Tables 1 and 2). These data indi-
cate the accuracy and ability of our screening system to identify relevant BTKi resistance mutations.

Figure 1. BTK mutations affecting noncovalent BTKi. (A) BTK mutations identified in 50 ibrutinib-naive lymphoma specimens from 1575 sequenced 
samples in this study. Detailed amino acid change and patient data are included in Supplemental Table 1. (B) FACS analysis showing GFP and mutant 
BTK enrichment under RN486 treatment. (C) Summary of BTK sequencing results from 281 enriched clones; notably BTK (T474M and E513G) occurs 
as a double mutant in cis. (D) Immunoblot analysis of BTK Y223 autophosphorylation in HEK293T cells that express the indicated BTK alleles and lack 
endogenous BTK, treated with RN486. Total BTK was used as a control and quantification was done with ImageJ (NIH).
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Noncovalent BTKis do not require binding to C481 to block BTK activity; RN486 represents this class 
of  drugs (11, 13–16). We screened our mutant BTK CDS library to identify residues that are critical for 
RN486 activity (500 nM, 4 weeks; Figure 1B). As expected, the spectrum of  enriched mutations was com-
pletely different, and surprisingly, the majority (64% of  clones; 179/281) contained a BTK CDS with 2 
mutations (T474M and E513G; Figure 1C). The T474M and E513G mutations were individually detected at 
lower frequencies (T474M: 17%; E513G: 9%), and another, D539N, was enriched in up to 10% of  refractory 
clones. We confirmed the effect of  BTK mutations on BTK Y223 autophosphorylation in HEK293T cells 
(that do not express endogenous BTK; refs. 7, 8; Figure 1D and Supplemental Figure 1E). We also con-
firmed protection from cell proliferation inhibition by ibrutinib and RN486 in BCL1 and TMD8 lymphoma 
cells expressing the BTK mutants (Figure 2 and Supplemental Figure 3). Although the C481 mutations did 
not affect RN486, both the T474M and the double-mutant BTK (T474M and E513G) impaired the effects 
of  ibrutinib and RN486 (Figure 2 and Supplemental Figure 3). We confirmed these effects with another 
covalent BTKi, acalabrutinib, and noncovalent BTKi, GDC-0853, whereas SNS-062 showed insufficient 
BTK inhibition in our hands (Supplemental Figure 4). The BTK D539N mutation has been observed in 
ibrutinib-naive lymphoma patients at low frequency (Figure 1A and Supplemental Table 1). Clinical data on 
resistance mutations to the noncovalent inhibitors are not yet available. Our data anticipate potential mecha-
nisms of  resistance to noncovalent BTKis, including a mutation in a gatekeeper residue (T474 → M747) that 
require 2 nucleotide changes (ACT → ATG).

Modeling the structural effects of  L528W and T474M mutations. The BTK mutations L528W and T474M 
impair BTKi action, and we performed computational structure modeling to understand how they inter-
act with the inhibitors. The L528W mutation causes steric hindrance such that ibrutinib is pushed away 
from the C481 attachment site, causing a net calculated increase in free energy for ibrutinib binding to 

Figure 2. Validation of screening results with different BTKis. (A and B) Cell proliferation assay of BCL1 lymphoma cells expressing the BTK wild-
type or mutant alleles treated with RN486 (A) or ibrutinib (B) at the indicated dose range for 72 hours. Viable cells were determined by CellTiter-Glo 
and normalized to DMSO treatment. (C and D) Analogous results from TMD8 cells treated with RN486 (C) or ibrutinib (D).
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C481 by 7.8 kcal/mol (Figure 3A). The T474M mutation affects both covalent and noncovalent BTKis. 
Briefly, wild-type T474 residue engages with an H-bonded network that spans from K430, to T474, to 
G414 and coordinates inhibitor (RN486) binding (Figure 3B, highlighted in yellow). In the T474M-mu-
tant protein, this hydrogen network is disrupted, which results in an increase in free energy for RN486 
binding to BTK of  2.7 kcal/mol (Figure 3B). This pattern is very much reminiscent of  the T315I gate-
keeper mutation in the fused BCR-ABL (37). Current free energy models are not able to precisely model 
the effects of  double mutants such as T474M and E513G. Hence, the T474 residue is a gatekeeper that 
controls BTK binding to covalent and noncovalent inhibitors.

A doubly mutated BTK allele acquires in vivo transforming activity. To examine how different BTK mutations 
affect BTK function, we measured BTK Y223 autophosphorylation by FACS in HEK293T cells expressing 
the wild-type and mutant alleles. Y223 provides the most direct readout of  BTK activity, whereas other 
phosphorylation sites are also substrates of  other kinases (7, 38, 39). The C481S mutation showed no 

Figure 3. Structural modeling of the binding to BTK L528W and T474M mutants. (A) The structural context of ibrutinib binding in BTK W528 compared 
with L528. The BTK protein is shown in cartoon representation. Ibrutinib and its covalent attachment point C481, as well as L528/W528, are highlighted 
in all-atom CPK representation. The mutation of L528 to W528 sterically destabilizes interactions of ibrutinib with C481. (B) Structural modeling of wild-
type BTK (T474) and BTK T474M mutation (M474) binding to RN486. The H-bonded network involving K430, T474, and G414 backbone is shown in yellow 
dotted lines and highlighted within the red circle. This water network is disrupted by the mutation of T474 to M474.
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change; C481R and C481Y reduced autophosphorylation; T474M and E513G showed 4.8-fold and 2.4-
fold increases, respectively (Figure 4A and Supplemental Figure 5A). Strikingly, the double-mutant T474M 
and E513G protein showed a 15-fold increase in Y223 phosphorylation over wild-type BTK (Figure 4A). 
By comparison, the known (E41K) gain-of-function BTK mutation caused only a 1.7-fold increase in the 
same assay (refs. 40, 41; Supplemental Figure 5B). Overexpressing the double mutant (T474M and E513G) 
in human B cell lymphoma cell line TMD8 (which is already driven by an activated BTK and therefore is 
an established model of  ibrutinib sensitivity) led to a further increase in BTK Y223 autophosphorylation 
and additional although more variable activation of  BTK downstream signaling (ref. 25 and Supplemen-
tal Figure 5, C–D). Similarly, the double-mutant BTK (T474M and E513G) in Ba/F3 murine pro-B cells 
caused increased phosphorylation of  known BTK downstream molecules (Figure 4B). Interleukin-3–inde-
pendent (IL-3–independent) growth in Ba/F3 cells is an established surrogate of  in vitro transformation 
(42). Notably, the BTK double mutant (T474M and E513G), but not wild-type or any other BTK allele, 
was sufficient to confer IL-3–independent growth in Ba/F3 cells (Figure 4C). Furthermore, subcutaneous 
implantation of  Ba/F3 cells expressing the double-mutant BTK (1 × 107 cells into NOD/SCID-γ [NSG] 
mice) demonstrated in vivo tumorigenesis with 100% penetrance; in contrast, expression of  wild-type BTK 
was completely unable to cause tumors in vivo (Figure 4D). Hence, a double-mutant BTK allele is insen-
sitive to pharmacological inhibition and shows in vitro and in vivo transforming and tumorigenic activity.

Figure 4. Functional analysis of drug-resistant BTK mutants. (A) FACS analysis of BTK (Y223) autophosphorylation 
comparing wild-type BTK and the indicated mutant BTK alleles. Data are represented as mean ± SD from 2 independent 
experiments. *P < 0.05 vs. WT_BTK determined by Student’s t test. (B) Immunoblot of Ba/F3 lysates expressing wild-
type and mutant BTK probed for indicated BTK downstream molecules. Total protein was used as a control and quantifi-
cation was done with ImageJ. (C) Proliferation of Ba/F3 cells expressing mutant BTK and GFP in the absence of IL-3. (D) In 
vivo tumorigenicity of 1 × 107 Ba/F3 cells expressing wild-type or mutant BTK (T474M and E513G) injected into the flanks 
of NSG mice; below, tumors harvested after 4 weeks.
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The T474M gatekeeper mutation cooperates with several kinase domain mutations. We wondered whether oth-
er BTK lesions would similarly cooperate with the T474 gatekeeper. Briefly, we used the T474M gatekeeper 
mutation as a baseline CDS and generated random mutations in this CDS using the same approach as 
described above. We screened this new library (T474M plus X) for the ability to confer IL-3 independence 
in Ba/F3 cells as a surrogate for transformation. After 2 weeks of  selection in IL-3–depleted medium, cells 
attained an enrichment to more than 95%, indicating outgrowth of  IL-3–independent cells (Figure 5A). 
Sequence analysis revealed several cooperating mutations that were all located in the BTK kinase domain: 
L512M, E513G, F517L, and L547P (Figure 5B). We confirmed IL-3–independent growth (Figure 5C) 
and found increased BTK autophosphorylation at Y223 for all double-mutant BTK alleles compared with 
the BTK T474M mutant (Figure 5D). Hence, the gatekeeper T474M lesion cooperates with several kinase 
domain mutations to activate BTK’s transforming potential.

Modeling and testing the cooperative effects of  the BTK double mutein. The cooperation between kinase 
domain mutations and the distant T474 residue is very surprising and suggests an intramolecular mech-
anism that constrains BTK activity. We performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of  wild-type, 
single-mutant (T474M or E513G), and double-mutant (T474M and E513G) BTK proteins (Figure 6, A–C, 
and Supplemental Figure 6). The gatekeeper and kinase domain lesions localize to the N-lobe and C-lobe 
of  BTK, respectively, and they are distant from BTK’s activation loop and previously identified critical resi-
dues implicated in activation (D579, H519, and F540; refs. 43, 44). MD simulations compared the frequen-
cy of  contacts between all pairs of  residues in wild-type and mutant BTK (Figure 6, A–C, and Supplemen-
tal Figure 6). Residues with changed contact patterns between wild-type BTK and the single and double 
BTK muteins are highlighted in stick representation in the protein model (Figure 6, A–C). For example, 

Figure 5. Sensitized screen for transforming BTK mutations in the context of the BTKT474M gatekeeper allele. (A) FACS analysis of Ba/F3 cells shows 
enrichment of GFP (coexpressed with the mutant BTKT474M library) after IL-3 starvation. (B) Sequence analysis of 156 colonies from Ba/F3 cells indicates 
frequency and location of secondary mutations in the context of the T474M mutation. (C) Confirmation of IL-3–independent growth for the indicated BTK 
mutants coexpressed with GFP and measured relative to nontransduced parental cells (indicated as percentage of GFP-positive cells). (D) FACS analysis of 
BTK autophosphorylation (Y223) in HEK293T cells expressing the indicated BTK alleles. Data are represented as mean ± SD from 2 independent experi-
ments. *P < 0.05 vs. BTK_T474M determined by Student’s t test.
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several residues in the N-lobe showed a differential contact pattern for T474M (Figure 6A), and weaker sig-
nals propagated to the C-lobe (Supplemental Figure 6D). For the E513G mutation, differential contact pat-
terns were found to propagate to other residues in the C-lobe, including D579 (Figure 6B and Supplemental 
Figure 6D). The double mutant (T474M and E513G) showed a striking pattern of  differential contact 
dynamics for a small set of  residues connecting the 2 mutations to residues in the C-lobe, including D579 
and H519, implicated in BTK activation (Figure 6C). This simulation of  the double mutant predicts that 
its ability to activate BTK involves critical activation loop residues, such as H519. We directly tested this 
predicted mechanism by mutating the H519 residue to alanine (H519A). This change completely abrogated 
BTK activation as measured by BTK Y223 autophosphorylation (Figure 6D). It also relinquished the abil-
ity of  the BTK double mutein to support IL-3–independent growth of  Ba/F3 cells (Figure 6E). Together, 
these results identify an intramolecular mechanism that constrains BTK’s kinase and transforming activity.

Discussion
Our study provides new insight into the function of  BTK and its interaction with covalent and noncovalent 
inhibitors. Specifically, we identify a potentially new gatekeeper mutation (T474M) that attenuates inhibitor 
access to BTK. Achieving the T → M mutation requires 2 nucleotide changes, which may explain the relative 
rarity of  this lesion. Importantly, changes at this gatekeeper residue showed a surprising cooperativity with 
kinase domain mutations, resulting in an approximately 15-fold gain of  kinase activity, in vitro transforming, 
and in vivo tumorigenic activity. Mechanistically, the T474 gatekeeper functions in a manner similar to the 

Figure 6. Modeling and testing the cooperative effects of the BTK double mutein. (A–C) All-atom MD simulations comparing T474M (A), E513G (B), and 
the double mutants (T474M and E513G) (C)  with wild-type BTK. The residues computed to have differential frequency of contacts in the mutant compared 
with the wild-type BTK are highlighted in stick representation in the protein model. Mutated residues are highlighted in all-atom CPK representation. A 
structural pattern of residues with differential contacts emerges for the double mutant, connecting the mutations to distant residues implicated in activa-
tion, viz. D579 and H519. (D) H519A mutation reverts the increased BTK Y223 autophosphorylation of cells expressing BTK_T474M+E513G to wild-type BTK 
levels as measured by FACS in HEK393T cells. Data are represented as mean ± SD from 2 independent experiments. *P < 0.05 determined by Student’s t 
test. (E) H519A further abrogates IL-3–independent growth in Ba/F3 cells expressing BTK_T474M+E513G.
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homologous T315 residue in the related BCR-ABL kinase (37). The cooperative activation of  the kinase by 
T474 and kinase domain lesions reveals a potentially new auto-inhibitory mechanism that attenuates BTK’s 
transforming activity. Wild-type BTK has no oncogenic activity and the reported BTK mutations (including 
kinase domain and T474 mutations) are individually insufficient to activate BTK’s oncogenic activity. This 
unique requirement for 2 mutations may explain why BTK — a major kinase in the oncogenic BCR pathway 
— is not a target of  activating, somatic mutations while both up- and downstream molecules are known driv-
ers of  lymphomagenesis. Our results anticipate clinically relevant mechanisms of  resistance to noncovalent 
BTKis. Noncovalent inhibitors have been designed to overcome the cysteine C481 mutations that block ibruti-
nib activity in patients. These new drugs are now entering clinical trials, and response data or relapse samples 
are not yet available (14). We noticed that both T474 and kinase domain mutations have been reported in 
patients with CLL or lymphoma (27, 28, 36). Our findings indicate these mutations may be more frequently 
seen in patients exposed to noncovalent inhibitors. Co-occurrence of  T474 and kinase domain mutations 
is expected to remain a rare event because each individual mutation causes only a modest advantage in the 
absence of  the inhibitor and may not facilitate acquisition of  the second mutation. In summary, our findings 
provide new insight into the intramolecular mechanism that constrains BTK activity and anticipate mutation-
al mechanisms that may incur clinical resistance to noncovalent BTKis.

Methods
Cell culture. The following cell lines were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and cul-
tured according to the instructions from ATCC: BCL1 (TIB197), Phoenix-GP (CRL-3215), and HEK293T 
(CRL-3216). The TMD8 cell line was a gift of Ari M. Melnick (Division of Hematology/Oncology, Depart-
ment of Medicine, Weill Cornell Medicine, Cornell University, New York, NY, USA). TMD8 cells were main-
tained in RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS, supplemented with l-glutamine, HEPES, and penicillin/streptomycin. 
The Ba/F3 cell line was provided by Craig B. Thompson (Cancer Biology and Genetics Program, Memorial 
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, USA) and maintained in RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS, 10% 
WEHI-3B cell–conditioned (DSMZ, catalog ACC26) medium, and 1 ng/mL mouse IL-3, supplemented with 
l-glutamine and penicillin/streptomycin. Cell lines were authenticated by short tandem repeat analysis.

Molecular cloning. Wild-type BTK (WT_BTK) open reading frame was PCR amplified from WT_
BTK/pGFPN1 (a gift of  C.I. Edward Smith [Department of  Laboratory Medicine, Karolinska Institute 
Clinical Research Center, Huddinge, Sweden]) and subcloned into pMIG (a gift from William C. Hahn, 
Addgene plasmid 9044) retroviral vector with internal ribosome entry site–GFP to generate WT_BTK/
pMIG CDS plasmid. BTK_E41K/pMIG plasmid was generated by PCR amplification of  BTK_E41K 
CDS from BTK_E41K/pGFPN1 (a gift of  C.I. Edward Smith) and then subcloned into pMIG (a gift 
from William Hahn, Addgene plasmid 9044). BTK_C481S/pMIG and BTK_T474M+E513G+H519A 
plasmids were generated by site-directed mutagenesis using QuikChange II XL Site-Directed Muta-
genesis Kit from Agilent following manufacturer’s instructions using WT_BTK/pMIG and BTK_
T474M+E513G as templates, respectively. Other drug-resistant, BTK-mutant plasmids were generated 
by PCR amplifying these mutant CDSs from PGEMT colonies and then subcloned into pMIG. All muta-
tions were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. All primers are listed in Supplemental Table 5.

Immunoblot assays and flow cytometry. HEK293T cells transiently transfected with wild-type and mutant 
BTK plasmids were treated with DMSO, ibrutinib, or RN486 for 1 hour. RIPA buffer (Boston Bioproducts) 
was used to prepare whole-cell lysates from Ba/F3 or TMD8 cells with or without anti-IgM stimulation. 
TMD8 cells were stimulated for 5 minutes with 10 ug/mL goat anti–human IgM (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 
109-006-129) immediately followed by adding 3.3 mM H2O2. Immunoblot assays were performed according 
to standard procedures using antibodies from Cell Signaling Technology: p-BTK (Y223) (no. 5082), total BTK 
(no. 8547), p-PLCG2 (Y1217) (no. 3871), total PLCG2 (no. 3872). p-AKT (S473) (no. 4058), total AKT (no. 
2938), p-STAT3 (Y705) (no. 9131), total STAT3 (no. 12640), p-P65 (Ser536) (no. 3033), and total P65 (no. 
8242). Total protein was used as a control for each corresponding phospho-protein, and quantification was 
done with ImageJ (NIH). For BTK intracellular flow cytometry assay, HEK293T cells transiently transfected 
with wild-type or mutated BTK plasmids were fixed with paraformaldehyde, permeabilized, and stained for 
phospho-flow as described (7). Data were acquired with a BD Fortessa cell analyzer and analyzed with Flow-
Jo software (Tree Star). BV421 mouse anti–Btk p-Y223 (clone N35-86) and Alexa Fluor 647 mouse anti-Btk 
(clone 53/BTK) antibodies from BD Biosciences were used for flow cytometry. For mutagenesis screen, data 
were acquired with a Guava easyCyte Flow Cytometer (MilliporeSigma).
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Random mutagenesis screen. WT_BTK/pMIG plasmid was used as a template to generate randomly mutated 
BTK CDS libraries using XL1-Red cells (Agilent) similar to a previously described method (37). Two BTK 
mutation libraries were generated independently. The complexity of both libraries was confirmed by Illumina 
HiSeq with paired-end run, 2 × 75 bp. FASTQ files generated from HiSeq were aligned with GRCh37/hg19 to 
identify the nucleotide variance. VSVG-pseudotyped retroviruses were generated from these libraries in Phoe-
nix-GP cells. Then these viruses were used to infect the BTKi-sensitive BCL1 lymphoma cells with low multi-
plicity of infection by spin infection as described (37). To select for drug-resistant, BTK-mutant clones, the infect-
ed cells were treated with either 50 nM ibrutinib or 500 nM RN486 (both from Chemietek). Old medium was 
replaced every 3 to 5 days with fresh medium containing the inhibitor after washing cells 3 times with PBS. The 
treatment was stopped when GFP-positive cells were enriched close to 100%. Genomic DNA was isolated from 
these drug-resistant cells. The integrated BTK CDSs were recovered by PCR followed by TA cloning and Sanger 
sequencing of individual clones. To identify BTK mutations, alignments of sequencing results and human BTK 
mRNA (NM_000061.2) were performed with the SeqMan Pro program. The numbering of amino acid residues 
in this paper is according to the BTK isoform NP_000052.1. Presented results are combined data of screens 
from 2 mutation libraries. The sensitized screen was performed similarly except we used BTK_T474M/pMIG 
plasmid as a mutation template to make the library and IL-3 starvation for screening in Ba/F3 cells.

Cell proliferation assay. Ba/F3 cells partially transduced with indicated BTK alleles were washed with 
PBS and then were cultured in RPMI 1640 containing 10% FBS but without conditioned medium of  
WEHI-3B cells or mouse IL-3 (day 0). The percentages of  GFP-positive cells were determined by Guava 
every day from day 0 to day 3. The fold change of  GFP percentage in days 1 to 3 compared with day 0 was 
used to show the growth advantage of  transduced cells over nontransduced cells under IL-3 starvation. For 
cell proliferation assay under drug treatment, BCL1 or TMD8 lymphoma cells expressing the indicated 
BTK wild-type or drug-resistant mutant alleles were treated with BTKi at the indicated dose range for 72 
hours. Viable cells were determined by CellTiter-Glo and normalized to DMSO treatment. Data were ana-
lyzed in Microsoft Excel and GraphPad Prism. Ibrutinib and RN486 were from Chemietek, Acalabrutinib 
was from Selleckchem, and GDC-0853 and SNS-062 were from Medchemexpress.

In vivo transformation assay. NSG mice (NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ, Jackson Laboratory number 
005557) that were 6–8 weeks old were purchased and kept under standard laboratory conditions according to the 
guidelines of the National Cancer Institute (NCI). The pure population of Ba/F3 cells infected with WT_BTK 
or the double mutant (T474M and E513G) were washed with PBS and suspended in a 1:1 mixture of PBS and 
Matrigel (BD, 354234). The cell suspensions were then subcutaneously injected into both left (WT_BTK) and 
right (T474M and E513G) flanks of each animal. We injected 1 × 107 cells per flank. Tumors were monitored 
twice weekly. After 4 weeks, mice were euthanized, and tumors were dissected and imaged. All experiments 
were approved by the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) IACUC (protocol 07-01-002).

Free energy calculations. The reported free energy calculations were initiated from protein models based on the 
x-ray structure Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 3GEN for ibrutinib (45) and PDB ID 4OTR for RN486 (11). The 
structure 3GEN was chosen for ibrutinib because of the high shape similarity between the co-crystallized ligand 
and ibrutinib. These crystal structures were separately imported into the Maestro program, where all crystallo-
graphic waters were deleted, hydrogens were added to the structures to assume a pH 7 environment, and the 
position of the heavy atoms was locally optimized using the Protein Prep Wizard utility. This procedure opti-
mized the protein-protein and protein-ligand hydrogen bonding and relieved unfavorable steric clashes without 
introducing any significant changes to the crystallographically determined positions of the heavy atoms. Once 
the prepared protein structures of the 2 complexes were obtained, the initial binding mode for ibrutinib was con-
structed through a standard docking protocol using Glide. Once these prepared complex structures for ibrutinib 
were obtained, free energy calculations of protein residue mutations were performed with the FEP+ program 
(46, 47) using default settings. The version of the FEP+ program used in this work employs the OPLS3 force 
field, replica exchange with solute scaling 2 enhanced sampling, and the Desmond 3.9 graphics processing unit 
MD engine as described (46). Each λ window of the free energy calculation was simulated for a 100-ps equilibra-
tion followed by a 5-ns production simulation. The default λ schedule was applied throughout this work, and 12 
λ windows were used to perform each of the reported free energy calculations. To compute a meaningful bind-
ing free energy difference of the inhibitor binding to the wild-type protein versus the mutant form, the protein 
residue in question was alchemically mutated in the presence of the inhibitor and then again alchemically mutat-
ed in the absence of the inhibitor, with the difference in these results yielding the relative binding free energy of  
the inhibitor to the mutant form of the protein versus the wild-type protein.
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MD simulations. The MD simulations for the wild-type and mutants BTK_T474M, BTK_E513G, and 
BTK_T474M+E513G were performed starting from the PDB ID 4OTR, without any ligand bound. The 
initial protein models were prepared with the same protocol as for the FEP+ calculations described above, 
and each simulation was run for 400 ns. The last 200 ns of  each of  the MD trajectories was analyzed to 
compare the dynamic residue-residue contacts in the protein. A contact matrix was constructed from the 
MD simulations for all the constructs. A contact between 2 residues was defined as the percentage of  time 
any heavy atom from 2 residues was within 4.5 Å of  each other. Thus, residues in contact for the entire 
duration of  the simulation would be given a value of  1, and those that were never in contact with each other 
would be assigned a value of  0. To understand the impact of  a mutation on the protein dynamics, a contact 
difference map was created for each mutant, subtracting the contact matrix for the wild-type simulation 
from that of  the mutant MD simulations. These contact difference maps have a scale that ranges from 1 to 
–1, where a value of  1 indicates a new contact was formed in the mutant simulations that did not exist in 
the wild-type MD simulations and –1 indicates the converse. This allowed us to identify any region within 
the mutant that differed from the wild-type BTK in terms of  dynamic contacts. We mapped the top 20 
peaks to their location on the structure of  the protein, to identify corresponding residues.

Additional methods are available in supplemental methods.
Statistics. All statistical tests were 2-tailed Student’s t tests, type 1. Data are represented as mean ± SD. 

P < 0.05 was considered significant.
Study approval. Animal experiments were approved by the MSKCC IACUC (protocol 07-01-002).
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